
Beauty 
and 

“Costly Signaling” 
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Puzzle 1: 

  

“pinky nails” 
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In some cultures (e.g. villagers in N.E. 
India) 

Image courtesy of Thomas Stromberg on Flickr CC BY-NC 
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http://www.flickr.com/photos/86521802@N00/367121966/in/photolist-yrAz5-yrACm-yrAFL-yrYgi-7bB2u3-7j3p1L-fGnuhT


 

Why?  
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“Because it’s beautiful” 
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We don’t find it beautiful! 

 

Why do they? 
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Puzzle 2: 

 

White sneakers 
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Why do people like white sneakers? 
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They get dirty really easily … 
 

 

Image courtesy of  Allie Kenny on Flickr. CC BY-NC.  
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http://www.flickr.com/photos/alliekenny/5452083657/sizes/l/


Puzzle 3: 

 

Mona Lisa 
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Why is the Mona Lisa beautiful? 
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It can’t just be about its physical properties 

 

If Mona Lisa were mass produced 
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E.g., 

Image courtesy of Thomas Global on Flickr. CC BY-NC-SA 
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http://www.flickr.com/photos/thomasglobal/8542448933/sizes/m/


We wouldn’t be this enamored 

Image courtesy of sebr on Flickr. CC BY-NC-SA.  
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http://www.flickr.com/photos/sebr/2809468667/sizes/m/


Let’s see some evidence… 
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Researchers showed subjects two 
paintings 

© Jim Rilko. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative Commons
license. For more information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.
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http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/


They sometimes told subjects Painting B was 
purposely designed to mimic painting A  

(copy) 

 

Or that it merely looked like painting A 
(coincidence) 
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Subjects were asked to rate the “value” of the 
painting  

 

(Ideally they would have asked them to rate 
“beauty.” Final project?)  
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B was rated lower than A when it was a copy 
But rated same or higher when coincidence 

Source: Newman and bloom (2011) 

Copyright © 2011 by the American Psychological Association. Reproduced with permission. The official citation that should be used in

referencing this material is Newman, G. E., & Bloom, P. (2011, November 14). Art and Authenticity: The Importance of Originals in
Judgments of Value. Journal of Experimental Psychology: General. The use of APA information does not imply endorsement by APA.
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Ok, maybe we care about “resell value”?  
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But that begs the question:  

 

Why is resale value different? 
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Jewelry works pretty similarly...  

Image courtesy of 1791 Diamonds. CC-BY Image courtesy of violinha on Flickr. CC BY-NC-SA 
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http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Diamond_engagement_ring_platinum_dr30plrb_m_430.jpg
http://www.flickr.com/photos/violinha/4280944913/sizes/m/


We don’t like “fakes”  

 

Even though… 
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We often can’t tell the difference 
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“Although often referred to as synthetic, this term has 
been considered somewhat problematic. In the U.S., the 
Federal Trade Commission has indicated that the 
alternative terms laboratory-grown, laboratory-created, 
and [manufacturer-name]-created "would more clearly 
communicate the nature of the stone", as consumers 
associate the term synthetic with imitation products – 
whereas man-made diamonds are actual diamond 
material (i.e. pure carbon, crystallized in isotropic 3D 
form)” 
 
- http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_diamond 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_diamond


And they are built just as well 
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Some fake Rolexes are made with genuine Swiss 
parts designed to last hundreds of years 

 

And a $20 Timex  tells better time anyway 
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(ok, maybe we care about “resell value,” but 
that begs the question why is resale value 
different?)  
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Why? 
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So what makes watches, and paintings, and 
shoes, and fingernails beautiful?  
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Is beauty arbitrary? 
“beauty is in the eye of the beholder”  
 
Completely determined by “socialization”? 
(we find fingernails ugly, perhaps had we seen long fingernails 
on Bond?) 
 
Completely “innate”? 
(on the savannah, we needed…) 
 
Resemblance to reality?  
(Mona Lisa looks so REAL) 
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“In the eye of the beholder” 

“Beauty is no quality in things themselves: It exists 
merely in the mind which contemplates them; and 
each mind perceives a different beauty. One person 
may even perceive deformity, where another is 
sensible of beauty; and every individual ought to 
acquiesce in his own sentiment, without pretending 
to regulate those of others.“ 

 

(Hume 1757, 136) 
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Useful?  

• Socrates: In short everything which we use is 
considered both good and beautiful from the 
same point of view, namely its use. 

• Aristippus: Why then, is a dung-basket a 
beautiful thing? 

 

(Xenophon, Book III, viii) 
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Maybe 

 

Sometimes 

 

I don’t know 
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But we do KNOW something that matters (for 
some aspects of beauty)! 
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“Costly Signaling” 

 

36
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Costly signaling… 

Used to shed light on:  
In economics:  
why we take useless classes (no comment) 
Why ads often say nothing 
Why we conspicuously consume  
… 
 
And in biology: 
Why peacocks have long tails 
Why baby birds chirp 
Why gazelles stot 
… 
 
In psychology: 
Religious rituals 
Mountaineering 
etiquette 
And beauty 
 
(will discuss these more, after theory) 
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This argument is NOT trivial 

 

Requires game theory 
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Without game theory… 
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Writing about Costly Signaling: 
 
“I have changed my mind, as it happens, about a highly 
paradoxical theory... That theory is the Handicap Principle 
suggested by the Israeli zoologist Amotz Zahavi.I used to 
think it was nonsense, and I said so in my first book, The 
Selfish Gene. In the Second Edition I changed my mind…” 
 - Richard Dawkins 

 
(Source: http://amaurosis-
fugax.blogspot.com/2010/11/richard-dawkins-changes-
his-mind-on.html?m=1) 
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http://amaurosis-fugax.blogspot.com/2010/11/richard-dawkins-changes-his-mind-on.html?m=1
http://amaurosis-fugax.blogspot.com/2010/11/richard-dawkins-changes-his-mind-on.html?m=1
http://amaurosis-fugax.blogspot.com/2010/11/richard-dawkins-changes-his-mind-on.html?m=1


So what is Spence’s model of costly signaling?  
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Let’s describe using our first puzzle: pinky nails… 
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Recall that some villagers in N.E. India had long 
fingernails.  

 

Because “they are beautiful” 
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Did everyone have long fingernails?  

 

No! 

 

 Then who?  
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(Anecdotally) 

 

 

-teachers, mayors, priests: pinky nail 

-farmers (most men): no pinky nail 

 

(anecdotedata, would make good final 
project) 
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Pinky nails are kinda a pain for teachers 

 

Pinky nails are is A huge pain for farmers 
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(Anecdotally…) 

 

Female villagers prefered mating with teachers! 
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Farmers could pretend to be a teacher 

 

(sometimes at least, e.g. when meet stranger in 
market) 
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But his nails don’t lie! 
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That is:  
 
Suppose… 
-all females find pinky nails “beautiful” 
farmers want such nails, but they aren’t worth the hassle 
teachers want such nails, it is a hassle, but not that much, so 
perhaps worth it? 
 Females who are attracted to such nails “accept” teachers. 

 
Noone has “incentive” to change (i.e. above is “Nash”) 
 (Will formalize shortly) 
if preferences are “learned”, above will “emerge”)  
 (will formalize shortly) 
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We will… 

First… 

1) Formulate the game 

2) Take an aside to discuss other applications 
(shows model powerful) 

3) Show above is Nash 

4) Show Nash is robust (homework) 

5) Consider what happens if preferences learned… 

6) Show learning analysis is robust (homework) 
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We will  

 

Later… 

1) Return to our puzzles 

2) Discuss the evidence 

3) Discuss implications 
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Let’s formulate “the game”… 

 

-first in terms of pinky nails  

-later more generally 
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• Male either  
– farmer (probability p)  

– or teacher (probability 1-p) 

• Male chooses length of nail  

• Female observes nail, not  occupation 

• Female chooses whether to “accept” or 
“reject” male 
(perhaps based, at least party, on how beautiful she 
finds his nails.) 
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IF… 
 
1) Longer nails cumbersome for all males, more cumbersome for farmers 

 (-1/cm, -2/cm) 

2) Females benefit from accepting teachers, but not farmers 
 (+10, -10) 
3)      All males benefit from being accepted 
 (+5,+5) 
 
THEN 
 
Exists a Nash equilibrium s.t.: 
-farmers don’t grow nails 
-teachers grow nails to length l 
(where l is some number between 2.5 and 5 cm)  
-females accept those with nails at least length l 
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Works even if… 

 

-females cannot easily observe nails 

-females can usually know male’s occupation 

-not all females care about occupation 

-not all farmers find nails cumbersome 

(You will play with these in homework) 
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This model is beautiful! 
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“costly signaling”  

This model is paradoxical! 
 
-Nails costly for EVERYONE, even teachers! 
-Females more attracted to males who waste more?!? 
-Shouldn’t this reduce whatever it was that made them 
attractive?  
-Should evolution/learning/market EVER lead to waste?!? 
 
Zahavi! 
Darwin! 
Smith! 
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